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Tell us about your childhood. 
How did it mold you? 
I grew up in New York City in the borough 
of Queens. It was very American postwar 
suburbia. I have fond memories of my 
neighborhood. When I was very young, 
all the children on the block would play 
together. In the summer, we played tag 
or softball on our street. In the winter, we 
û�¸ŶŤġĮǧ��đđŶÜéûŹŤ³ŶĀ¨ÄŶŤĎ�ŹÄ¸Ŷ�ŹŶŹûÄŶđĮ¨�đŶ
lake, and went for sleigh rides. My friend’s 
family owned a stable, and she and I would 
go horseback riding on trails only a few 

Raised and educated in New York, Barbara Kolo was an award-winning art director 

in the city before she switched coasts to work in the film industry. She worked as a 

freelance art director before rising to director of print advertising at Universal Studios, 

all the while creating fine art on the side. However, it wasn’t until she and her husband 

temporarily moved to Paris in the early 2000s that her paintings evolved from a 

representational style to abstraction. This was the genesis of a prolific art career 

featuring several series of theme-based abstract paintings.

A R T I S T  B A R B A R A  K O L O
delving into dots

text barbara kolo
artwork barbara kolo

blocks from my home. At that time, children 
had more freedom. I remember walking by 
myself a few blocks to the local store at 
six or seven years old. It made me a very 
independent person. Parents didn’t have the 
worries that they do now. 

Did your parents encourage art 
when you were young? 
I don’t remember my parents encouraging 
it. My drawings might have been proudly 
displayed, but it was not thought of as a 
career. My older sister and some of her 

friends had artistic talent. They would draw 
ŹĮéÄŹûÄŝ³ŶǧûĀ¨ûŶǧ�ŤŶ�Ŷ�ĀéŶĀġâƋÄġ¨ÄŶĮġŶĜÄŋŶ
I wanted to be able to draw as well as they 
did, and they would teach me. Another 
ĀġâƋÄġ¨ÄŶǧ�ŤŶĜǭŶ�ƋġŹ³ŶǧûĮŶû�¸ŶǧĮŝĎÄ¸Ŷ�ŤŶ�Ŷ
fashion illustrator. 

What is the High School of Art 
and Design? 
The High School of Art and Design is 
a technical education high school in 
Manhattan, and I spent part of my 
high-school years there. Their program 
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focused on painting, illustration, sculpting, 
commercial art, and theatrical design. Along 
with my application, I needed a letter of 
recommendation from an art teacher from 
junior high school and a portfolio of my 
artwork. The school day was longer than a 
regular high school’s because the art classes 
were in addition to the regular high-school 
program. The art classes offered there 
were specialized, with the aim of preparing 
students to work in the arts. Many graduates 
continued their art education in college.  
I went on to receive a bachelor of fine arts 
degree from the School of Visual Arts  
in Manhattan.

8IBU�XBT�ZPVS�ťSTU�KPC�BGUFS�
receiving your degree? 
I worked as a production artist/junior 
designer at a graphic design studio. They had 
many different types of clients, but the jobs 
designing movie posters interested me the 
most. During the year and a half I worked 
ŹûÄŝÄ³Ŷ�Ŷ¨đĀÄġŹŶ�¨¨ÄŅŹÄ¸ŶĜǭŶÜŝŤŹŶŅĮŤŹÄŝŶ�ġ¸Ŷ
logo for a movie campaign. This success was 
unusual for someone of my age, especially 
considering there was more than one 
design studio competing for the projects. 
0ŶŝÄĜÄĜ�ÄŝŶŹû�ŹŶĜǭŶÜŝŤŹŶđĮéĮ³ŶÛĮŝŶ�ŶûĮŝŝĮŝŶ
movie called Parasite, was going to appear 
on the famous Times Square sign every half 
hour to promote the movie. Being young 
and enthusiastic, I borrowed my brother-
in-law’s camera and stood in the middle of 
Times Square at night, waiting until the logo 
appeared on the sign so I could snap photos. 
I still have the photos in storage somewhere 
in my house.

That early success gave my career 
immediate momentum. I eventually worked 
my way up to being a creative advertising 
art director for films and television. 

What did you like about being a 
freelance art director? 
Some of my most memorable days were art 
directing photo shoots for advertisements or 
ÜđĜŶŅĮŤŹÄŝŤŋŶ0ŶÄġČĮǭÄ¸ŶŹûÄŶ¨Įđđ��Įŝ�ŹĀĮġŶǧĀŹûŶ

the photographer and seeing my sketches 
come to life. I also loved researching a 
movie’s subject matter and becoming 
immersed in the story. Selling a movie is 
not like selling a can of peas. You become 
involved in the story, the characters, and, 
in some cases, the historical era of the 
ÜđĜŋŶ�ÄÛĮŝÄŶ0Ŷ�Ä¨�ĜÄŶ¸ĀŝÄ¨ŹĮŝŶĮÛŶŅŝĀġŹŶ
advertising at Universal Studios, I worked 
for the company as a freelance art director 
with similar responsibilities, which made the 
transition much easier.

How did you know it was time 
to retire from advertising and 
SFUVSO�UP�ťOF�BSU �8BT�JU�TVEEFO�
or did you concurrently work in 
advertising while painting your 
own works? 
I lived on deadlines for many years and 
had some stress-related health problems, 
but I didn’t make any sudden decisions. For 
ÜǦÄŶǭÄ�ŝŤ³Ŷ0ŶǧĮŝĎÄ¸ŶĮġŶ�ĮŹûŶĜǭŶŅÄŝŤĮġ�đŶ
artwork and my freelance design jobs. My 
true turning point came when my husband 
and I moved to France. He was a designer 
at Walt Disney Imagineering, and we 
moved overseas so he could work on the 
design team for the second phase of their 
theme park outside of Paris. While there, 
I found the possibilities for art inspiration 
to be endless. When I went to the Louvre 
to draw, everything about the experience 
inspired me. I loved being in the Louvre—the 
architecture, my interaction with the people, 
the many languages spoken, the sense of 
history, and the art. 

What were you drawing on 
for the painting titles Solitude, 

Hope, Myth, and Time? Why 
did you choose to title the 
series Color but title the actual 
paintings with much more 
abstract ideas? 
There’s a simple explanation. For a long 
time, I had no name for this series of work. 
I had been in a show called ColorRhythms 
and would refer to the series of paintings 

“
*�CFHBO�UP�FYQMPSF�EJŤFSFOU�XBZT�PG�NBLJOH�EPUT�BOE�*�TUVEJFE�PUIFS�
DVMUVSFT�UIBU�VTFE�UIFN�JO�BSU��"CPSJHJOBM�*OEJBO�.JEEMF�&BTUFSO�BOE�
"TJBO�BSU�BMM�VUJMJ[F�QBUUFSOT�PG�EPUT�
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using that name, but it didn’t stick. Then I 
started a series of work with minimal color; 
the paintings were almost black and white. 
People would ask me if I did other works 
that were in color. I began to refer to the 
group of paintings as the Color series. The 
titles for my paintings come to me as I paint. 
They come from a feeling that I am getting 
from the work. I prefer short titles that engage 
the viewer and avoid describing the painting. 

Tell us about another of your 
JOUFSFTUJOHMZ�UJUMFE�TFSJFT�
0CTFTTJPO. Is it inspired by your 
own obsessions?
That series came about because I was 
repeatedly asked at art openings how 
many dots were in my paintings. It was the 
kind of question someone asks when he or 
she wants to start a conversation, but it 
happened so often I started to think there 
must be more to it. I decided to develop a 
body of work in which I counted how many 
dots it took to create the work. I used a circle 
stamper with ink and drew hash marks with 
graphite to keep count. The total number of 
dots is the title of each work, such as 1849. 

Small circles and dots seem to 
QMBZ�JOUP�B�GFX�EJŤFSFOU�TFSJFT��
What is the reason? 
It started with my interest in pointillism. I 
began to explore different ways of making 
dots, and I studied other cultures that 
used them in art. Aboriginal, Indian, Middle 
Eastern, and Asian art all utilize patterns 
of dots. The different series are a result of 
this exploration. It’s interesting to note that 
my last name Kolo in Polish means wheel 
and that the Kolo dance popular in several 
cultures is performed in a circle. 

Which artists or designers do 
you admire? 
There’s an eclectic group of artists that I 
admire. The obvious choice is Seurat. After 
I started working in a pointillist style, I 
discovered the abstract pointillist works 
of Andrew Forge. While living in New York, 
Andy Warhol was a large presence in the 
city’s art scene. I worked down the block 
from his InterviewŶĜ�é�ǳĀġÄŶĮÛÜ¨ÄŤ³Ŷ�ġ¸Ŷ0Ŷ
often saw him walking down the street at 
đƋġ¨ûŹĀĜÄŋŶ-ÄŶĀġâƋÄġ¨Ä¸ŶĜÄŶĀġŶŹûÄŶǧ�ǭŶûÄŶ
changed people’s perception of art. Milton 
Glaser is a favorite graphic designer of mine. 
Fortunately, I had the opportunity to take a 
class of his at the School of Visual Arts. He 
had a wonderful way of getting his students 
to think outside the box. Another artist 

associated with the School of Visual Arts 
was Keith Haring. We attended the college 
at the same time, and I witnessed the birth 
ĮÛŶŹûÄŶéŝ�ÛÜŹĀŶ�ŝŹŶŤ¨ÄġÄŶ�ġ¸ŶûĀŤŶŅĮŅƋđ�ŝĀŹǭŶ
ÜŝŤŹû�ġ¸ŋŶdûÄŝÄŶ�ŝÄŶĜ�ġǭŶĮŹûÄŝŶ�ŝŹĀŤŹŤŶ0Ŷ
admire: Yayoi Kusama, Monet, van Gogh, 
Georgia O’Keeffe, Jean-Michel Basquiat, and 
David Hockney, to name a few. 

What is your motivation to 
make art? 
My motivation has changed over the years. 
�ƋŝŝÄġŹđǭ³Ŷ0ŶÜġ¸ŶŹûÄŶŅŝĮ¨ÄŤŤŶĮÛŶ¨ŝÄ�ŹĀġéŶŹĮŶ�ÄŶ
so enjoyable. I love being in the studio and 
getting lost in a painting. Hours will go by 
and feel like minutes. It’s satisfying to solve 
creative problems, and it’s rewarding to 
create a unique work of art. 

Describe your studio. What 
senses are evoked while 
you work?
My studio is in Venice, California. It has 
French doors along one side that provide 
natural light and access to the natural 
beauty of the landscape, which inspire me. 
There’s enough room for me to have several 
projects set up so I can work on them at the 
same time. Some days, I can pick up that 
ǧĮġ¸ÄŝÛƋđŶŤ�đŹǭŶX�¨ĀÜ¨ŶK¨Ä�ġŶŤĜÄđđŶÛŝĮĜŶŹûÄŶ
beach about six blocks away. It’s generally 
quiet except for the sound of my radio. A 
voice or music in the room settles me into 
the mood to work. 

What does your life look like 
outside of your career? 
I have a wonderful husband and three black 
cats. My husband and I both have busy 
Ť¨ûÄ¸ƋđÄŤŶ�ƋŹŶÜġ¸ŶŹĀĜÄŶĮġŶŹûÄŶǧÄÄĎÄġ¸ŤŶŹĮŶ
hike in the local mountains or walk on the 
beach. Occasionally, we go to the theater. 
We enjoy traveling and plan on going to Italy 
to visit Rome and Naples. We are friends 
with some very creative people—painters, 
designers, illustrators, photographers, and 
ÜđĜĜ�ĎÄŝŤÒǧûĀ¨ûŶĎÄÄŅŤŶđĀÛÄŶĀġŹÄŝÄŤŹĀġéŋŶ
For more info, visit barbarakolo.com

It looks like the Color series 
spans at least seven years. Do 
you intend to revisit the series 
every so often? 
zÄŤ³ŶĀÛŶ0ŶéÄŹŶ�ġŶĀ¸Ä�ŶÛĮŝŶ�ŶŅ�ĀġŹĀġéŶŹû�ŹŶÜŹŤŶ
this series, I will work on it again. I enjoy 
working on several series at the same time. 
It gives me time to problem solve and keeps 
things interesting. 

 THE TITLES FOR MY 
PAINTINGS COME TO 
ME AS I PAINT. THEY 

COME FROM A FEELING 
THAT I AM GETTING 
FROM THE WORK. I 

PREFER SHORT TITLES 
THAT ENGAGE THE 

VIEWER AND AVOID 
DESCRIBING THE 

PAINTING. 
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Avocado Pesto Mozzarella Tartines
-ÄŜ�ţŵ�ŜÄŵŸûÄŵÄ�ţĀÄţŸŵǦ�ǬŵŸĮŵŅƊġ¨ûŵƊŅŵâ�ǥĮŜŵ ĀġŵǬĮƊŜŵ ÛĮĮ¸ŵ Ň�ÛŸÄŜŵ đÄĜĮġţ³ŵĮÛŵ ¨ĮƊŜţÄňŋŵThey can be expensive to buy in little packages, so I 

recommend trying to grow a few yourself. I’m no green thumb, but I’ve had decent luck with basil, mint, thyme, oregano, and sage. When I cook 

with herbs, I always add the lighter herbs (basil, mint, chives) at the very end so they stay bright and vibrant.

8 slices whole-grain bread
Extra-virgin olive oil, for drizzling
16 fresh sage leaves, destemmed

1 (8-ounce) ball fresh mozzarella, sliced
1 avocado, sliced

Few leaves of watercress
Few sprigs of fresh thyme

Pesto 
Sea salt and freshly ground black pepper

1. Drizzle the bread with olive oil, and then toast in a toaster or on a grill.

2. In a small skillet over medium heat, drizzle enough olive oil to coat the bottom of 
the pan. When the oil shimmers, add the sage leaves, and lightly fry until they turn 
vibrant green without browning, 10 to 15 seconds on each side. Transfer to a paper 
towel to drain any excess oil.

3. Top each piece of toasted bread with slices of mozzarella and avocado; some  
watercress, thyme, and sage; and dollops of pesto. Season with salt and pepper. 
Serve with extra pesto on the side.

SERVES 4

text jeanine donofrio
photography jack mathews

bites of
spring

Reprinted from The Love & Lemons Cookbook: An Apple to Zucchini Celebration of Impromptu Cooking by arrangement with Avery Books, a member of 
Penguin Group (USA) LLC, A Penguin Random House Company. Copyright © 2016, Jeanine Donofrio.
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Feta and Pea Tendril Omelette
EǬŵûƊţ��ġ¸³ŵ;�¨Ď³ŵǦĀđđŵÄ�Ÿŵ�ġǬŵŸǬŅÄŵĮÛŵÛĮĮ¸ŵƊġ¸ÄŜŵŸûÄŵţƊġŵǦĀŸûŵŸûÄŵÄǫ¨ÄŅŸĀĮġŵĮÛŵŸûŜÄÄŵŸûĀġéţ²ŵ�ÄÄŸţ³ŵéŜ�ŅÄÛŜƊĀŸ³ŵ�ġ¸ŵŅÄ�ţŋ Every time I so 

much as mention these things, all I hear about is Miss Theresa and the mushy peas she forced him to eat in preschool. To be honest, I love the 

¨û�đđÄġéÄŶĮÛŶŤġÄ�ĎĀġéŶŹûÄŤÄŶÛĮĮ¸ŤŶĀġÒ�ŹŶÜŝŤŹ³Ŷ0Ŷ�đÄġ¸Ä¸ŶŅÄ�ŤŶĀġŹĮŶŅÄŤŹĮ³Ŷ�ġ¸ŶûÄŶ¸Ā¸ġŚŹŶÄǦÄġŶġĮŹĀ¨ÄŋŶ�ÛŹÄŝŶĜǭŶŤÄ¨ŝÄŹŶǧ�ŤŶĮƋŹ³Ŷ0ŶŝÄ�đĀǳÄ¸Ŷ0Ŷ¨ĮƋđ¸Ŷ

put them in anything as long as it just tasted good.

4 large eggs
Extra-virgin olive oil, for drizzling

1/Ɓ cup pea tendrils, lightly torn
2 tablespoons crumbled feta cheese

2 tablespoons cooked peas (blanched 1 minute if 
fresh; thawed if frozen)

½ avocado, diced
XĀġ¨ûŶĮÛŶŝÄ¸ŶŅÄŅŅÄŝŶâ�ĎÄŤ

Sea salt and freshly ground black pepper

1. In a medium bowl, whisk the eggs together with a pinch of salt.

2. In a small skillet, heat a drizzle of olive oil over medium heat. Pour half of the eggs 
into the skillet, and use a rubber spatula to gently push the cooked portion of the 
eggs toward the center. Lift and tilt the pan gently to swirl the eggs so they cook in 
an even layer. 

3.Ŷ Kġ¨ÄŶŹûÄŶ¨ÄġŹÄŝŶĀŤŶġĮŶđĮġéÄŝŶŝƋġġǭ³Ŷ�¸¸Ŷû�đÛŶĮÛŶÄ�¨ûŶÜđđĀġéŶĀġéŝÄ¸ĀÄġŹ²ŶŅÄ�ŶŹÄġ¸ŝĀđŤ³Ŷ
ÛÄŹ�Ŷ¨ûÄÄŤÄ³ŶŅÄ�Ť³Ŷ�ǦĮ¨�¸Į³Ŷ�ġ¸Ŷ�ŶŅĀġ¨ûŶĮÛŶŝÄ¸ŶŅÄŅŅÄŝŶâ�ĎÄŤŋŶhŤĀġéŶ�ŶŤŅ�ŹƋđ�³Ŷ
carefully fold the omelette in half, and transfer to a plate. Season with salt 
and pepper.

4. Repeat, making a second omelete with the remaining ingredients.

NOTE: Delicate pea tendrils, also known as pea shoots, aren’t usually found at a 
grocery store. Look for them at your farmers market at the beginning of spring.

SERVES 2
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Spring Onion Pizzas
KġĀĮġţŵ�ŜÄŵ�ġŵÄţţÄġŸĀ�đŵţŸ�ŅđÄŵÛĮŜŵ�ƊĀđ¸Āġéŵâ�ǥĮŜŋŶ�ƋŹŶŹûÄŶ�đđĀƋĜŤŶŹû�ŹŶŝÄ�đđǭŶéÄŹŶĜÄŶ�đđŶ¨ûĮĎÄ¸ŶƋŅŶ�ŝÄŶŹûÄŶđÄÄĎŤŶ�ġ¸ŶŤŅŝĀġéŶĮġĀĮġŤŶǭĮƋŶÜġ¸Ŷ�ŹŶŹûÄŶ

farmers market in the spring. They’re so sweet and tender. Grill them simply, and serve with mint pesto. If there are any left over, chop them, 

and fold them into your scrambled eggs in the morning.

Pizza dough 
Cornmeal, for sprinkling

6 to 10 thin spring onions or scallions, 
sliced into vertical strips

Balsamic vinegar, for drizzling
1 tablespoon extra-virgin olive oil

½ garlic clove, minced
1 (8-ounce) ball fresh mozzarella cheese, sliced

ĸŶ¨ƋŅŶÜġÄđǭŶ¨ûĮŅŅÄ¸ŶûÄŝ�ŤŶŇ�ŶĜĀǬŶĮÛŶ��ŤĀđ³Ŷ
parsley, and tarragon)

XĀġ¨ûÄŤŶĮÛŶŝÄ¸ŶŅÄŅŅÄŝŶâ�ĎÄŤ

1. Preheat the oven to 450°F.

2.Ŷ KġŶ�ŶđĀéûŹđǭŶâĮƋŝÄ¸Ŷâ�ŹŶŤƋŝÛ�¨Ä³Ŷ¸ĀǦĀ¸ÄŶŹûÄŶ¸ĮƋéûŶĀġŹĮŶƆŶ��đđŤ³Ŷ�ġ¸ŶŝĮđđŶÄ�¨ûŶĀġŹĮŶ
�ŶĸǷÿĀġ¨ûŶĮǦ�đŶŤû�ŅÄŋŶ�¸¸ŶâĮƋŝŶ�ŤŶġÄÄ¸Ä¸ŶŹĮŶŅŝÄǦÄġŹŶŤŹĀ¨ĎĀġéŋŶXđ�¨ÄŶŹûÄŶŅĀǳǳ�ŤŶĮġŶ�Ŷ
baking sheet sprinkled with cornmeal.

3. On a plate, toss the spring onions with a drizzle of balsamic vinegar. In a small 
bowl, mix the olive oil with the minced garlic, and brush onto the dough. Top the 
pizza dough with the mozzarella slices and spring onion strips.

4. Bake for 10 to 12 minutes, or until the onions are soft and the pizza crust is 
golden brown.

5.Ŷ dĮŅŶŹûÄŶŅĀǳǳ�ŤŶǧĀŹûŶŹûÄŶ¨ûĮŅŅÄ¸ŶûÄŝ�ŤŶ�ġ¸Ŷ�ŶÛÄǧŶŅĀġ¨ûÄŤŶĮÛŶŝÄ¸ŶŅÄŅŅÄŝŶâ�ĎÄŤŋ

SERVES 4
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Spring Polenta with Radishes and Garlic Scapes
Z�¸ĀţûÄţŵ�ġ¸ŵŸƊŜġĀŅţŵ�ŜÄġřŸŵ�đǦ�ǬţŵĮġŵĜǬŵéŜĮ¨ÄŜǬŵđĀţŸ³ŵ�ƊŸŵǦûÄġŵ0řĜŵţûĮŅŅĀġéŵ�ŸŵÛ�ŜĜŵţŸ�ġ¸ţ³ŵ0řĜŵĀġÄǫŅđĀ¨��đǬŵ¸Ŝ�ǦġŵŸĮŵŸûÄĜŋ In the gray of 

ǧĀġŹÄŝ³ŶûĮŹŶŅĀġĎŶŤ¨�ŝđÄŹŶŹƋŝġĀŅŤŶÜġ¸ŶŹûÄĀŝŶǧ�ǭŶĀġŹĮŶĜǭŶ��éŶÄǦÄŝǭŶŹĀĜÄŋŶ�đ�¨ĎŶŝ�¸ĀŤûÄŤŶđĮĮĎŶ¸�ƋġŹĀġé³Ŷ�ƋŹŶǧûÄġŶŤđĀ¨Ä¸ŶŅ�ŅÄŝÿŹûĀġ³ŶŹûÄĀŝŶǧûĀŹÄŶ

translucency is stunning on a salad. My favorite is the watermelon radish—it’s the most unassuming vegetable on the outside, but so gorgeous 

on the inside, with its hot pink and green center.

XK?�Fd�
3 cups water
1 cup polenta

1 garlic clove, minced
2 tablespoons extra-virgin olive oil or 

unsalted butter
Sea salt and freshly ground black pepper

¼ cup grated pecorino cheese (optional)

Z��0^-ŶE��?�z
1 teaspoon extra-virgin olive oil

12 radishes, sliced in half
1 cup cooked chickpeas, drained and rinsed

3 garlic scapes, sliced into 1-inch pieces 
(about 1 cup)

2 cups Broccolini
Sea salt and freshly ground black pepper

Radish sprouts

1. Make the polenta: In a medium saucepan, bring the water to a boil over medium- 
high heat. Add a few generous pinches of salt. Gradually whisk in the polenta, and 
bring back to a boil. Reduce the heat, and continue cooking until the polenta is 
tender, 20 to 30 minutes, whisking often.

2. Turn off the heat, and whisk in the garlic, olive oil or butter, pinches of salt and 
pepper, and cheese, if using. Taste, and adjust the seasonings. Cover to keep warm.

3. In a large skillet, heat the olive oil over medium heat. Add the radishes, chickpeas, 
and a pinch of salt, and sauté for 5 minutes. Stir, and then add the garlic scapes and 
Broccolini. Cook until the vegetables are tender but still have a vibrant bite, about 5 
more minutes. Season with salt and pepper. Spoon the polenta into bowls, and top 
with the vegetables and radish sprouts.

SERVES 4
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The Battle of Flowers Parade is an annual 

tradition that attracts hundreds of 

thousands of revelers to downtown San 

Antonio, Texas, to celebrate the city and 

state and to honor the history of the Alamo. 

Its 2016 parade chair, Anna-Laura Howell 

Block, gives us a behind-the-scenes look 

at this dynamic yet poignant parade that 

features flower-covered floats, colorful 

costumes, beautiful gowns, marching bands, 

military cavalcades, horse-drawn carriages, 

and antique cars—as well as the special 

events that helped to commemorate its 

125th anniversary.

This grand celebration started in 1891. A 
congressman’s wife, Ellen Maury Slayden, 
had seen a flower parade in Spain and 
suggested having one to commemorate the 
Battle at San Jacinto—through which Texas 
won its independence from Mexico —as well 
as the fallen heroes of the Alamo. It was 
actually scheduled for April 21, the date of 
the Battle of San Jacinto, but it was moved 
up a day because president Benjamin 
Harrison was in town to give a speech. 
However, the parade was delayed to April 
24 because it rained like cats and dogs 
for days.

Undaunted, Mrs. Slayden and her friends 
got together at the Alamo and staged this 
big, spectacular event: the revelers faced 
each other in carriages, advanced, and 
pelted each other with flowers. They did 
that for a solid hour! Over 10,000 residents 
(a quarter of the population at the time) 
lined the downtown streets of San Antonio 
to watch this parade—or, as it came to be 
known, the Battle of Flowers.

The parade grew quickly after it debuted, 
and it became an annual tradition. By 
1895, it was a weeklong event, and the 
first parade queen was crowned; in 1916, 
we crowned our first king (dubbed King 
Antonio) as well. An oratorical contest, 
which encourages students to write about 
Texas history, debuted in 1926, and a 
band festival was added in 1935. By 1959, 
the event was so big that it was renamed 
Fiesta San Antonio, which today is an 
annual ten-day event celebrating the 
city and its history and features parades, 
amusements, coronation events, and 
musical performances. But, at the heart of 
it all, as it was from the very beginning, is 
the Battle of Flowers Parade.

Today, the Battle of Flowers is a huge 
event—in fact, it’s the biggest parade 
in the nation put on entirely by women 
volunteers, who make up the Battle of 
Flowers Association, and it’s the second-
largest day parade in the US. It’s an 
amazing event; the whole city stops. 
All the local schools are closed so kids 
can go to the parade with their families. 
Approximately 350,000 people attend the 
parade in person, and three-and-a-half to 
four million people view it on TV in both 
Spanish and English. The parade is 2.6 miles 
long, and it takes about an hour and ten 
minutes of marching time down Broadway 
Street. And it goes on rain or shine—the 
parade has never been canceled because of 
the weather, though it was paused during 
World War I and World War II.
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texas on parade

Being over a century old, it’s an event that 
is steeped in many wonderful traditions. 
One of the most poignant is the floral 
tribute at the Alamo, which means so much 
to our city and who we are. When parade 
participants arrive at the Alamo, they each 
lay a fresh flower, bouquet, or wreath on 
the lawn in front of the building. To see 
them laying the flowers down as a tribute 
to the fallen heroes is always very solemn. 
All of the parade participants are having 
fun, but when they pause at the Alamo, 
the tone becomes somber. Everyone at 
the parade gets goose bumps. We all know 
what it means, and that’s why we’re here. 

Once they proceed past the memorial, 
though, they resume the merriment.

A big part of the merriment is collecting 
medals, a tradition that’s been going on for 
decades during Fiesta. Much like stockpiling 
beads at Mardi Gras, San Antonians try 
to collect as many medals as possible. 
People here love medals (San Antonio is 
considered Military City, USA, after all), 
and it’s always a way to get the word out 
about fundraisers, schools, and so forth. 
Everybody does it, including me. Every year 
for the past twenty years, I’ve made 3,000 
medals and handed them out at the parade. 
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the youth and to the betterment of San 
Antonio, and we wanted to celebrate their 
accomplishments. In addition, we honored 
former Battle of Flowers presidents, as well 
as George P. Bush, who, as our Texas Land 
Commissioner, has fought to improve the 
Alamo site. The parade was also broadcast 
from right in front of the landmark—the 
first time we had done so in decades.

For the two years leading up to the parade, 
I lived it twenty-four hours a day, seven 
days a week. But it was so worth it. It is 
such an empowering feeling to have all 
women producing something so great that 
it affects San Antonio like our parade does. 
Nothing compares to collaborating with 
these ladies and witnessing all their talents. 
It’s a total team effort. It really makes us 
feel like we can tackle any challenge.

Tears well up in my eyes when I think of 
the parade because it means so much, both 
to me personally and to everybody who’s 
a member of the Battle of Flowers. We all 
want it to be the best it can be. We want 
everyone to clap, scream, and have the best 
time possible—and to remember the Alamo.
For more info, visit battleofflowers.org

Personally, I love collecting medals, too— 
I am a three-time champion collector, and I 
have over 10,000 in all.

But there was even more meaning behind 
the medals last year. For the 2016 parade, 
we had a fantastic ten-foot display of the 
Alamo built out of wood. The front of it had 
600 hooks, so, in addition to handing over 
their fresh floral tributes as they passed the 
building, the participants also handed over 
medals to hang on the display. It was a new 
spin on things, and I hope it will be a new 
tradition coupled with the old floral tribute. 

Perhaps the most visible tradition is 
the Battle of Flowers Association ladies 
wearing yellow dresses and yellow hats. 
The association was formed way back 
in 1914, but in 1976, our president, Edith 
Sethness, felt that it would be good for 
all of the members to color coordinate so 
people could easily identify the Battle of 
Flowers members at the parade, and yellow 
was her favorite color. Everyone certainly 
knows who we are at the parade!

You will also easily recognize our royalty 
section. Every year, the young ladies—
duchesses, the parade princess, and the 
parade queen—are on the float wearing 
very elaborate gowns with long trains. 
What’s unique about Battle of Flowers, 
though, is that the crowd will shout, “Show 
us your shoes!” and the ladies will pull up 
their dresses to reveal their cowboy boots. 
It’s a fun tradition, but it’s also symbolic—

no matter who you are or what you do, the 
heart of Texas is underneath.

That sentiment is exactly what I wanted 
to celebrate in a big way for our 125th 
anniversary. As parade chair in 2016, it was 
my job to come up with the overarching 
theme for the parade and the themes to use 
under it for everyone to choose from for 
their antique cars, carriages, wagons, and 
floats. Since it was our 125th celebration, I 
thought an appropriate theme was “Texas 
Traditions . . . 125 Years.”  

In choosing this, I tried to give a nod to 
all things Texas, like tubing, fishing, and 
camping. We also represented traditional 
Texas music legends (such as Chuck Berry, 

George Strait, Janis Joplin, Kenny Rogers, 
Willie Nelson, Roy Orbison, and ZZ Top) and 
Texas icons (like Stephen F. Austin and Sam 
Houston) on floats. Other themes included 
traditional Texas humor (like a big mosquito 
carrying a man away), traditional Texas 
critters (like a jackalope and a longhorn), 
and traditional Texas festivals and folk art. 
I also made sure to celebrate traditional 
southern culture, because San Antonio is a 
melting pot of so many diverse cultures and 
people. Participants could choose to honor 
Spanish culture, German culture, Canary 
Islands culture, and so forth—anything that 
celebrated typically southern heritages. 

Also, because the military has always been 
such a big part of San Antonio and our 

parade, we incorporated the military in a 
way that would be memorable for both 
the military members and the spectators. 
In addition to the ROTC performing drills 
preceding the festivities and military 
members marching in the parade and being 
honored on a big float —as is the case every 
year—the military also helped usher in 
our parade’s 125th birthday in spectacular 
fashion: the Blue Angels did a flyover down 
the entire parade route after the ribbon-
cutting ceremony! It was quite a way to kick 
off the parade—the crowd loved it!

We had countless other firsts for our 
125th anniversary, too. We’ve had well-
known people as grand marshals over our 
history, including Laura Bush, Lady Bird 

Johnson (twice), and actor Armie Hammer. 
However, in 2016, we had two women 
grand marshals riding in the parade for 
the first time. The grand marshal was 
ninety-one-year-old Rosemary Kowalski, a 
maven in the catering industry here in San 
Antonio; and the honorary grand marshal 
was Major General Angela Salinas, who 
was the highest-ranking Hispanic woman 
in the Marine Corps at the time of her 
retirement. Both have given so much to 

WE ALSO REPRESENTED TRADITIONAL TEXAS MUSIC 
LEGENDS SUCH AS CHUCK BERRY, GEORGE STRAIT, 

JANIS JOPLIN, KENNY ROGERS, WILLIE NELSON, 
ROY ORBISON, AND ZZ TOP. 
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a  t r i p  t o  t h e  m i d w e s t

North Dakota is an open, expansive 

midwestern state that’s as rich in history 

as it is in wilderness. Today, it offers one 

of the country’s greatest outdoor 

experiences while its metropolitan areas 

boast fine amenities and activities, making 

it a unique place to behold, as writer Marnie 

Lahtinen discovered while traversing the 

thirty-ninth state. 
 
As you drive across the open expanse of 
North Dakota, you feel your pulse slowing 
and your senses sharpening. It’s calming: 
the big, blue, cloud-laden sky above you, 
the wind whistling through your windows, 
and the space all around you. You feel 
small, yet significant, in tune with and 
centered in your surroundings. The road 
stretches before you through wheat- and 
flax-covered plains dotted with prairie lakes 
and farmhouses. You become keenly aware 
that you have entered a special territory, 
almost a modern-day last frontier.

North Dakota, located on the northern edge 
of America’s Great Plains, comprises over 
70,000 square miles of diverse landscape, 
economy, and citizenry. Agronomy roots 
run deep here—more than 87 percent of 
the state is agricultural private property. 
Farming and ranching have been here for 
a long time; however, the recent energy 
boom in the western part of the state 
and the steady growth of technology and 
manufacturing in the east have been a 
boost to North Dakota’s metropolitan 
areas. Superb restaurants and nightlife 
have flourished over the last decade, and 
fashionable retailers have made shopping 
a tourist attraction in larger communities. 
The evolution of this prairie state from 
its creation in 1889 has resulted in a 
population today that blends modern and 
modest, entrepreneurs and adventure 
seekers, all in a setting that inspired 
historymakers from the beginning.

text marnie lahtinen
photography north dakota tourism, unless noted

notes on north dakota
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THE HISTORY
The first inhabitants of what is now 
North Dakota arrived at the end of the 
last ice age, roughly 12,000 years ago. 
Nomadic hunters came in search of woolly 
mammoths and giant bison. Eventually, 
these nomadic groups coexisted with 
agricultural Native American tribes, 
including Dakota, Assiniboine, Cheyenne, 
Mandan, Hidatsa, and Arikara. European 
traders who arrived in the 1700s were 
impressed with the Mandan tribe’s 
advanced agricultural and trading society. 
The Lewis and Clark expedition wintered 
with the Mandan along the Missouri River 
in 1804–1805 and relied heavily on Native 
Americans as a source for food and trade.

Lewis and Clark put what’s now called 
North Dakota on the map (literally), and 
their experiences in the state are described 
in detail at the Lewis and Clark Interpretive 
Center in Washburn. Stroll through the 
impressive displays to see replicas of items 
used by the Corps of Discovery, including 
Lewis’s air rifle, which is one of only six 
such working weapons in the world. Peruse 
the collection of Karl Bodmer paintings that 
capture the western spirit of America, or 
shop for one-of-a-kind jewelry or pottery in 
the museum store.

Influences from the first inhabitants of 
North Dakota are still felt today, and the 
state is dedicated to preserving its rich 
history for future generations. Mandan’s 
Fort Abraham Lincoln State Park, along the 
Missouri River in the central part of the 
state, is home to the On-A-Slant Village, as 
well as the Fort Abraham Lincoln cavalry 
and infantry posts. Guided tours of the 
reconstructed Mandan earth lodges and 
a reconstruction of Lieutenant Colonel 
George Custer’s home give guests a taste of 
life on the rugged and isolated plains. Fort 

Lincoln is also significant because it is there 
that Custer and his troops departed for the 
Battle of Little Bighorn—otherwise known 
as Custer’s Last Stand.

THE GREAT OUTDOORS 
When you head to western North Dakota, 
you’ll discover wild, more rugged terrain. 
Enjoy the limitless vistas of buttes and 
cattle grazing beneath a sky lazy with 
slow-moving cumulus clouds. The stunning 

beauty of North Dakota’s countryside 
attracts those in search of hunting, 
mountain biking, and kayaking. The state’s 
crown jewel, Theodore Roosevelt National 
Park, draws all of them. Located in the 
southwestern part of the state and listed 
on the FÄǦŵzĮŜĎŵdĀĜÄţ Top Five to See in 
2016, the park is divided into three units: 
North, South, and Elkhorn. The park’s 
namesake, and arguably America’s most 
committed conservationist president, 

fell in love with the area when he arrived 
in 1883. It is a place that catches many 
visitors off guard. When you approach 
by vehicle, you see the landscape come 
to a precipice before descending into 
winding canyons and valleys of bizarrely 
shaped rock formations. The Lakota called 
this “badlands.” For millions of years, a 
relentless torrent of water, ice, and wind 
chiseled and carved this area by moving 
rock and soil to form today’s rich  

ecosystem with colorful ravines, gullies, 
and buttes.

You could sit and gaze all day at these 
spectacularly surreal views, but they’re 
better seen up close. Groups of beautiful 
and exotic wild horses roam the park and 
are frequently seen from high points like 
Painted Canyon’s overlook. Wind Canyon 
Trail is popular among visitors seeking a 
short trek because it offers captivating 

views of the Little Missouri River and, if 
timed right, North Dakota’s remarkable 
sunsets. Hikers can meander through 
ancient petrified forests in the remote 
northwest corner of the South Unit. But use 
caution: it can be brutally hot in this arid 
area, so pack water and ample sunscreen.

Mountain bikers love the gritty Maah Daah 
Hey Trail, a legendary, continuous stretch of 
single-track trail that passes through Little 

THE PARK’S NAMESAKE [THEODORE ROOSEVELT],
AND ARGUABLY AMERICA’S MOST COMMITTED 
CONSERVATIONIST PRESIDENT, FELL IN LOVE 
WITH THE AREA WHEN HE ARRIVED IN 1883. 

© North Dakota Tourism | Katherine Plesser
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Missouri National Grasslands and Theodore 
Roosevelt National Park, including the 
Elkhorn Ranch site, the former president’s 
ranch home. Snaking its way around the 
park’s South and North Units, the Maah 
Daah Hey is a rewarding way to see the 
Badlands for the not faint of heart.

Cap your day with an evening in Medora, 
a nostalgic town nestled at the entrance 
to the park. If you’re visiting during the 
summer or early fall, you can get in touch 
with your patriotic side at the nationally 
renowned Medora Musical from early 
June through mid-September. It’s a foot-
stomping, western-style show that tells 
the story of Teddy Roosevelt’s time in  
the Badlands.

North Dakota’s buttes, grasslands, and 
lakes offer the quintessential backdrop for 
some of the best waterfowl and upland 
game hunting in America. The state is home 
to sixty-three national wildlife refuges, 
more than any other in the country. There 
are more than 700,000 publicly accessible 
acres available to sportsmen and -women 
for walk-in hunting. If a day spent on a 
lake with a line in the water is your idea of 
fun, North Dakota won’t disappoint. Devils 
Lake, the largest natural lake in North 
Dakota, is famous for its jumbo perch and 
walleye, and has been ranked one of the 
top five fishing destinations in the United 
States. Another angling favorite is Lake 
Sakakawea, which has more shoreline than 
the coast of California and was named in 
honor of the Shoshone-Hidatsa woman who 

acted as guide and interpreter for Lewis 
and Clark.

In eastern North Dakota, the Pembina 
River flows southeast out of Manitoba and 
through the Pembina Gorge, one of the 
largest blocks of uninterrupted woodlands 
in North Dakota. Kayakers and canoers 
flock to this rugged and secluded area in 
warmer months to take advantage of the 
only white water in the state. Visitors have 
access to cross-country and downhill skiing 
as well as snowmobile and hiking trails.
 
THE DINING SCENE
Lewis and Clark knew the value of a meal 
to an explorer. North Dakotans do, too. 
Imagine digging in to sumptuous plates of 
sautéed bison medallions with Bordelaise 
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sauce, bowls of chili, and cumin-spiced 
chickpea soup, or artisanal cheese and 
charcuterie boards. That’s the type of food 
you can expect in a state that is hitting its 
stride on the Midwest restaurant scene, 
with new players entering regularly. The 
abundance of agriculture and livestock 
in North Dakota makes it well suited for 
the farm-to-table movement, and local 
restaurateurs across the state have found 
innovative ways to bring the flavors of the 
prairie to their menus.

If you’re in the eastern part of the state 
and looking for a night out in Fargo, North 
Dakota’s most well-known city, visit 
downtown’s chic Mezzaluna. Settle into one 
of the oyster-shaped booths, and start your 
meal with Swedish meatballs accompanied 
by parsnip puree and lingonberries. The 
menu features fresh and locally sourced 
products whenever possible, including 
delicious pan-fried walleye fillet and 
porcini-dusted duck breast. Later, stroll 
Broadway, and visit the HoDo Lounge, 
a Fargo favorite for cordials and mixed 
drinks, or experience something unique at 
Rosey’s grilled cheese bistro.

North Dakota’s capital, Bismarck, is located 
toward the center of the state and is a 
star in more ways than one. Bismarck’s 
downtown restaurant scene is vibrant, 
and its walkability makes it a popular 
destination. Bring your own food to 
Laughing Sun Brewing Company, and enjoy 
house-brewed beers and live music. Try the 
savory wood-fired pizza from Fireflour next 
door. For brunch, lunch, or “bevvies” (and 
a hipster vibe), visit the café and concept 
store Terra Nomad on East Main Avenue. 
The drool-worthy pastry case and flavorful 
lunch menu change daily, and the owners 
are devoted to using fresh, local ingredients 
sourced from nearby farms and creameries.

Nestled on a downtown side street is 
Pirogue Grille, another Bismarck favorite. 
The quaint bar and its friendly bartender 

are reasons enough to drop in, but a 
glance at the menu will tempt you to stay 
for dinner. The restaurant offers patrons 
seasonal ingredients in order to maximize 
quality and flavor; its lamb, beef, and bison 
are locally sourced; and both the house-
made venison sausage and walleye trio pay 
homage to North Dakota. In addition, the 
rhubarb martini is an experience that is 
both taste bud- and photo-worthy.

For a completely different experience, take 
a drive to picturesque Dakota Sun Gardens 
Winery (yes, a winery in North Dakota!), 
which is about 150 miles northeast of 
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Bismarck. Owners and winemakers Bruce 
and Merleen Gussiaas happily open their 
winery and charming gardens to visitors 
and are eager to show off their fruit plots.

The allure of North Dakota is unlike any 
other place: a fine blend of west meets 
best. From the sprawling, rugged beauty 
of Theodore Roosevelt National Park in 
the west to the modern city vibe in the 
east, North Dakota is a place where you 
can straddle the past and the present—and 
enjoy a legendary experience in the process.
For more info, visit ndtourism.com

© North Dakota Tourism | Jose Medina © North Dakota Tourism | Jen MacLeod
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You might be surprised to learn that some 
of the finest maple syrup comes not only 
from Vermont and Canada but also from a 
small county at the very western border 
of Virginia.

Highland County, Virginia, sometimes 
referred to as “Virginia’s Little Switzerland,” 
is 416 square miles nestled in the Allegheny 
Mountains due west of the Shenandoah 
Valley and east of the West Virginia border. 
It’s a region of high mountains and deep 
valleys, grazing sheep and cattle, and 
expansive woodlands.

With a population of approximately 2,300, 
Highland is the smallest county in the state, 
and it has often been lovingly described as 
a “step back in time” where people wave 
to strangers and help their neighbors in 
times of need, explains Donna Bedwell, 
who grew up in the area, has been an active 
volunteer here, and serves as president of 
the Highland County Tourism Council. “The 
friendly, trusting, and helpful nature of 
the citizens of Highland is not only part of 
our culture,” she says, “but also one of the 
county’s strongest assets. I have heard it 
said that ‘the mountains bring visitors to 
Highland, but the people make them stay.’ I 
would agree with that.”

What also brings people to the area in 
droves is the maple syrup—lots of maple 
syrup. Sugar production in the region 
has been a way of life for centuries as 
have sugar camps, sometimes called 

sugarhouses, at which tourists can witness 
maple sugar being made. “I remember just 
one sugar camp being open when I was 
small: Hevener’s Sugar Camp, just west 
of the town limits of Monterey,” says Kirk 
Billingsley, son of one of the festival’s 
founders and now owner of Big Fish Cider 
Company, which makes hard and sweet 
ciders, including one made with maple 
syrup. Even though Hevener’s still makes 
maple syrup, it is closed as a sugar camp; 
however, other camps opened a few years 
later to take its place. Today, there are 
seven camps in the county that are open to 
the public and many others that are not.

Highland’s location is what drives its 
maple production. At an average of about 
2,800 feet above sea level, the area is in 
a prime position to produce high-quality 
maple syrup. Ivan Puffenbarger, patriarch 
of Puffenbarger’s Sugar Orchard, notes 
that the area “is perfect for making maple 
syrup because of our higher elevation in the 
Allegheny Mountains. We need the freezing 
and thawing effects in the springtime—cold 
nights below freezing and warm days.”

THE MAPLE FESTIVAL
To celebrate the maple syrup industry’s 
longtime heritage in the region, the 
Highland County Maple Festival is held on 
the second and third weekends of March, 
just as it has been each year since 1958. 
Tens of thousands flock to this quaint 
region of unspoiled small towns tucked 
into curvy mountain roads to celebrate 

all things maple—and to enjoy a weekend 
experiencing a lifestyle of days gone by.

The festival was founded by the Highland 
County Chamber of Commerce, which 
decided to stage an open house at a maple 
sugar camp to promote the county’s maple 
syrup. Billingsley likewise recalls the 
humble beginnings of the Maple Festival: 
“I remember Klinkers, a candy made with 
maple syrup that was sold on Main Street, 
and I remember a local blacksmith that 
would set up in front of the Highland Inn. 
The festival used to be centered in the town 
of Monterey with very few other activities, 
but now all of our community civic 
clubs are serving fresh pancakes in their 
local communities.”
 
The festival has expanded to the point 
that it regularly hosts 60,000 visitors per 
year—over twenty-five times the county’s 
population—so every resource in Highland 
County is involved in providing food and 
entertainment. While Monterey is still the 
county seat and the center of much activity, 
the civic organizations, businesses, and 
residents of Blue Grass and McDowell also 
provide food, crafts, and events. “I have 
volunteered in one way or another for all 
my life,” says Billingsley. “I’ve made and 
served pancakes at the schools, helped 
the Lions Club serve hamburgers and pork 
rinds, and made donuts with the Mill Gap 
Ruritans and funnel cakes for my local 
church. When you live here, it’s really hard 
not to get involved. We are a county of 

text irene middleman thomas
photography as noted
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)JHIMBOEŐT�MPDBUJPO�JT�XIBU�ESJWFT�JUT�NBQMF�QSPEVDUJPO��"U�
BO�BWFSBHF�PG�BCPVU������GFFU�BCPWF�TFB�MFWFM�UIF�BSFB�JT�JO�B�
QSJNF�QPTJUJPO�UP�QSPEVDF�IJHI�RVBMJUZ�NBQMF�TZSVQ�

“

© Tony Hall
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to the public, so you can take the taste of 
the festival home with you.

If you get all mapled out (if that’s possible), 
the festival also serves local fare, including 
country ham sandwiches and trout 
sandwiches along with traditional festival 
foods like burgers, hot dogs, and funnel 
cake, with everything cooked by county 
church, civic, and athletic groups.

As far as seeing attractions during your 
visit, make sure to take a drive to one of 
the seven maple sugar camps, where you’ll 
learn firsthand how maple syrup is made, 
from the time the tree is tapped to the 
final product. (Dress appropriately, though: 
it tends to be cold and muddy.) For more 
education about making maple syrup and 
area history and culture, you can visit the 
Highland County Museum and Heritage 
Center in McDowell. While in Monterey, tour 
the beautifully restored and maintained 
Highland Inn, a Virginia State Historic 

2,300 people trying to accommodate tens 
of thousands, so most everyone who lives 
here really pulls together and does our best 
to show off Highland.”

And because of that effort, the Maple 
Festival has earned recognition in recent 
years. “It was designated a Local Legacy 
by the Library of Congress in 1999, and it 
was named the Official Maple Festival of 
the Commonwealth of Virginia in 2015,” 
says Bedwell, who has attended every 
festival, as have most residents. “When I 
lived in other areas of the state and was 
asked where I was from, most people would 
respond to my answer with ‘Oh, yes, the 
Maple Festival.’”

When you attend the Maple Festival, 
you can expect to be mesmerized by 
the craftsmanship of resident artisans, 
musicians, and dancers. Basket weaving 
and furniture making are among the skills 
on display during the festival, and you 
can also purchase a variety of other arts 
and crafts, including clothes, paintings, 
pottery, quilts, and jewelry. Plus, there’s 
entertainment for young and old alike, with 
bluegrass music and clogging (a folk dance 
similar to Irish step dancing or tap dancing) 
shows on the agenda.

But the maple-flavored foods are the 
main attraction and, in themselves, make 
the trip memorable. A must-try is the 
maple-flavored doughnut, which is unlike 
any doughnut you’ve ever tasted before. 
Likewise, the buckwheat pancakes topped 
with Highland-produced maple syrup are 
amazing. The festival also offers a variety of 
other mouthwatering maple-flavored foods, 
including maple-glazed chicken, maple pork 
BBQ, maple baked beans, maple cotton 
candy, and maple fudge. For dessert, make 
sure to try the handmade vanilla ice cream 
with maple drizzle or a maple milk shake 
while you can—they sell out quickly! In 
addition, many local shops and maple syrup 
producers bottle their syrups and sell them 

Landmark that was built in 1904. The Queen 
Anne-style country inn features a farm-
to-table restaurant and eighteen rooms 
and suites that fill up quickly with Maple 
Festival visitors.

The Highland County Maple Festival impacts 
the whole Highland community, ensuring 
the cultural heritage of the county as well 
as the survival of its maple sugar industry. 
After visiting the Maple Festival, the good 
taste in your mouth will stick with you—
both literally and figuratively. You’ll relish 
fond memories of the maple masterpieces 
you tasted and will want to make maple a 
staple in your everyday eating.

More important, you will also leave with a 
better appreciation for not only the maple-
making process, but also how a people can 
still come together for a shared goal of 
strengthening their community.

TOURS
Tours are offered at various sugar camps 
and shops in the Highland county. Here are 
three examples:

Laurel Fork Sapsuckers is a small, 
family-run sugar camp ten miles west of 
Monterey. The folks there welcome hands-
on participation. Guests can witness the 
traditional wood-fired method of producing 
maple syrup because Laurel Fork uses one-
hundred-year-old, locally made open pans 
in the production process. During the Maple 
Festival, the Moyers family invites guests 
to enjoy various outdoor kids’ activities, 
homemade apple pie, a tree-tapping demo 
and a guided tour of the sugar camp on 
both weekends of the Festival, maple tours 
all day, and more.

Duff’s Sugar House, southwest of Monterey, 
is another small, family-run sugarhouse, 
and its trees are still “opened” by hand. The 
sugar water is then collected in buckets 
and cooked in a wood-fired open pan and 
finished in an iron kettle. Duff’s also allows 
guests to join in, and tours are offered all 
day long.

Puffenbarger’s Sugar Orchard, on Maple 
Sugar Road, is a rebuilt sugar camp that 
was destroyed by fire in 2008. A vacuum 
pump is still used to increase the flow of 
sugar water, and miles of plastic tubing 
make it easier to gather. The process of 
making maple syrup begins with reverse 
osmosis and finishes with oil-fired 
evaporators. The Puffenbarger family 
serves warm maple doughnuts and other 
food during the Maple Festival tours that 
run all day.
For more info, visit highlandcounty.org

"�NVTU�USZ�JT�UIF�NBQMF�ŦBWPSFE�EPVHIOVU�XIJDI�JT�
VOMJLF�BOZ�EPVHIOVU�UIBU�ZPVŐWF�UBTUFE�CFGPSF��-JLFXJTF�
UIF�CVDLXIFBU�QBODBLFT�UPQQFE�XJUI�)JHIMBOE�QSPEVDFE�
NBQMF�TZSVQ�BSF�BNB[JOH��
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text jessica helgerson
¸ÄŤĀéġŶÜŝĜ jessica helgerson interior design

photography lincoln barbour

Give us some background about 
UIJT�QSPKFDU��8IP�JT�4BVM�;BJL �
How did this house land on your 
design table?
Saul Zaik is a Portland architect of note who 
designed a number of lovely midcentury 
houses, including the one that these clients 
bought. The clients came to us through a 
referral from a builder we often work with, 
and I was more than happy to work on a 
home that Saul had designed!

Describe the space before 
you began:
Some of Saul’s original designs were still 
prominent, such as the low-pitched ceilings, 
the ample use of wood, and lots of glass for 
natural light. The living room was lovely, so 
we left the bones essentially unchanged. The 
kitchen, on the other hand, had been badly 
renovated and didn’t feel right for the space. 

How does one go about restoring an icon’s 

work? That was the challenge facing interior 

designer Jessica Helgerson, who was tasked 

with reviving a Portland, Oregon, home 

that was built by a well-known local 

architect in the 1950s but had been 

subsequently renovated. Helgerson sat 

down with us to explain how she managed 

to modernize the home while staying true to 

its original midcentury design.

midcentury modern
remix
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The house sort of devolved from there, with 
lots of awkward space planning, strange 
ceiling heights, and design compromises.

What did you hope to 
accomplish through this 
renovation?
We wanted to fully honor Saul’s work and all 
that was good about the house while fixing 
the problems and taking it from interesting,  
but problematic, to great.

Sum up the theme and the 
JOTQJSBUJPO�CFIJOE�UIJT�QSPKFDU�
in a couple of sentences. How 
did you orchestrate this theme 
throughout the entire space?
The theme was to celebrate what was good 
about the existing architecture and spread it 
throughout the house. We carefully studied 
the details of the house, as well as the 
materials appropriate to the vintage. We 
also wanted to create a great and functional 
space plan.

Was a lot of preplanning and 
research needed to make sure 
the new design details would 
ťU�XJUI�;BJLŐT�EFTJHO�TFOTJCJMJUZ �
What made his architecture  
so notable?
Yes, we did a lot of research. He is notable 
for his nice details, his use of natural 
wood, his ability to create fluidity between 
the indoors and outdoors, and his skill at 
elevating the Northwest regional modern 
style that was popular in Oregon during the 
middle of last century.

Walk us through the planning 
process of designing this home. 
How did you go from design 
direction to implementation? 
8IBU�NBKPS�MBZPVU�DIBOHFT�XFSF�
done to the space?
We came up with several plans, some less 
intrusive (and less expensive to execute) and 
one that fixed all the problems. The clients 
went for the latter. The original floor plan 

above
The living room has a great 

glass corner and a nice original 
fireplace. We brought back 

the original shelves that we 
had seen in old photos of the 

house. We also added a bench 
and wood paneling.
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had two front doors that both went into 
the kitchen, incredibly tall ceilings in the 
bathrooms, a family room that was strangely 
giant for the scale of the house, and very 
compromised bedrooms. We fixed all of that 
by creating a mudroom, a laundry room, and 
an office; relocating the master bedroom to 
the rear of the house; and remodeling the 
kids’ rooms to reflect the style of the rest of 
the house.

What was the biggest design 
obstacle you had to overcome 
during this renovation? Was it 
EJŧDVMU�UP�SFWFSTF�UIF�EBNBHFT�
done by prior renovations?
We struggled a lot with the wood grain on 
the kitchen cabinets. We had a hard time 
nailing down something that looked right. 
They were remade twice and caused us all 
a lot of grief. But we got there in the end. 
They’re gorgeous now. It wasn’t too hard to 
reverse the other renovations; we just had 
to do quite a bit of deconstruction and then 
start again from scratch.

What would you say was your 
favorite design detail from 
UIJT�QSPKFDU 
I am happy with the changes we made, of 
course, but my favorite detail is actually 
something that we had nothing to do with: 
I love the glass corner in the living room, 
which was part of the home’s original design. 
Nice work, Saul!

What type of mood were you 
trying to achieve when guests 
enter the home?
Simply put, I wanted a comfortable, 
welcoming, and beautiful home. 

Describe the home after the 
design was complete. How has 
the space changed?
It’s gorgeous. And not to toot our own horns, 
but it feels amazing. I don’t think the photos 
really do it justice. It’s just a great house—
but then again, that’s how Saul originally 
designed it. We kept it authentic to his work, 
and I think we succeeded in reincorporating 
some of the elements that had been lost 
over the years while also adding some 
modern touches to it.

Best of all, Saul actually paid us a visit 
during the renovation! To be able to discuss 
the project and get his input was invaluable, 
and it was nice to know he was happy with 
our updates.

)PX�EPFT�UIJT�QSPKFDU�FYFNQMJGZ�
BOE�IJHIMJHIU�ZPVS�ťSNŐT�UBMFOUT 
I think we are really versatile and responsive. 
We don’t like to do the same thing over and 
over; we like to look at each project with 
fresh eyes. And we love space planning—no 
amount of cute tile will fix a bad floor plan. 
We were able to use all those skills during 
this project. 

What did you learn about 
yourself as a designer through 
UIJT�QBSUJDVMBS�QSPKFDU 
The honest answer is that I learned to 
emotionally distance myself a little from 
our projects. This one was pretty rough at 
times, especially when the cabinet problems 
came up in the kitchen. I still care and work 
through projects until they’re right, but I 
don’t let the project rip me up inside. I loved 
working on this project, but I lost too much 
sleep over it. And I’m not going to do that 
again—or at least I’m going to try not to.

Tell us a little more about your 
EFTJHO�ťSN��)PX�EPFT�UIF�
collaboration process work for a 
QSPKFDU�TVDI�BT�UIJT�POF 
On this particular project, I was very 
involved; with others, I’m more in the wings. 
But I see everything that goes out the door, 
and I give it my blessing (or ask that it gets 
another look). I try to give the designers as 
much autonomy as possible and as much 
support as they need. 

As a firm, we absolutely love space planning. 
We’re concept driven. We respect historical 
architecture and seek to celebrate it. We 
are stubborn and steadfast. We really don’t 
want to let anything slip. We care a lot. 
There’s a lot of talent in this office, and it’s 
not just me, by any means.

Shed some light on yourself 
outside of the design world:
I’m half French, and that’s an important part 
of who I am culturally. I live on a farm on an 
island fifteen minutes outside of Portland, in 
a lovely, happy house that my husband and 
I designed. We enjoy cooking, and we love 
to have a passel of friends over all the time. 
We take pride in growing our own food. We 
love to travel. I follow my conscience and 
my heart and let them lead me through this 
crazy life we are so lucky to have.

below
The cabinets in the kitchen worked out 
wonderfully in the end, and the little 
Ann Sacks tiles we added to the 
backsplash have a really pretty glaze.

right
Stain-grade cabinets, white plastic 

laminate tops, and a bookshelf inspired 
by an image of a midcentury cupboard 

highlight this office.
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What did you hope to 
accomplish by immersing 
yourself in interior design?
To find a job I loved and was good at. I think 
I found it!

How do your style and designing 
BQQSPBDI�EJŤFS�GSPN�PUIFS�
designers in your area? What 
about your style and approach 
are clients drawn to?
We are an extremely versatile design firm. 
We don’t really have a style per se but 
are guided by the building we are working 
in, particularly with regard to residential 
architecture, and what we think is right for 
it. With commercial projects, we formulate a 
strong concept, and that guides us through 
the design. 

How do you get a feel for what a 
QSPKFDU�TIPVME�CF�PS�TBZ �8IBU�
inspires your design choices?
The decorating feels sort of separate from 
the architecture to me. With residential 
projects, we tend to be very respectful 
of the style of the building with anything 
permanent. When it comes to elements like 
furniture and lighting, we get to be a little 
more playful, and we select things we love 
and that feel right to us for the clients. We 
just don’t want our remodel work to feel 
outdated and get ripped back out. We want 
it to be right, and we want it to last forever. 

What is your design philosophy?
To quote our website: “Our mission is to 
create thoughtful, beautiful interiors that 
meet our clients’ aesthetic, functional, 
and economic goals while honoring and 
celebrating the buildings that contain them.”

What is your favorite 
style secret?
I may not be the “style secret” type! 
However, I think a mirror is a great design 
tool; it can bring in so much light and really 
expand space.
For more info, visit jhinteriordesign.com

left
The frameless glass of the shower 
in the bathroom stands out, as do 
the lovely grey travertine floors. It 
also has the same Ann Sacks tiles 
as the kitchen.

5IF�UIFNF�XBT�UP�DFMFCSBUF�
XIBU�XBT�HPPE�BCPVU�UIF�
FYJTUJOH�BSDIJUFDUVSF�BOE�
TQSFBE�JU�UISPVHIPVU�UIF�
IPVTF��8F�DBSFGVMMZ�TUVEJFE�
UIF�EFUBJMT�PG�UIF�IPVTF�
BT�XFMM�BT�UIF�NBUFSJBMT�
BQQSPQSJBUF�UP�UIF�WJOUBHF�
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When did your passion for 
CBLJOH�CFHJO�BOE�IPX�EJE�
it lead you to become a 
pastry chef? 
I’ve loved baking for as long as I can 
remember. I have fond memories of baking 
apple pies with my grandmother when I was 
a girl. 

Although I’ve always loved to bake, I didn’t 
envision myself in this profession. I studied 
business at Ithaca College, and it wasn’t 
until my junior year that I decided I wanted 
to change direction and go to culinary 
school. After graduation, I enrolled in the 
baking and pastry program at The Culinary 
Institute of America in Hyde Park, New York. 
I realized that decorating cakes and cookies 
was my calling during this time in culinary 
school; while growing up, I had spent a lot 
of time drawing and painting, so combining 
my artistic skills with my love of baking was 
only natural.

After obtaining my degree in baking and 
pastry arts, I spent some time working at 
different bakeries and cafés. During that 
stint, I entered a Wilton cake-decorating 
contest and won the grand prize: a two-
week master course at their cake-decorating 
school in Darien, Illinois. While there, 

With a lifelong love of baking, Amber Spiegel had a clear career path after college. After working 

as a decorator for a renowned cake-decorating company, she decided to focus her creativity 

on her own online cookie-decorating business, SweetAmbs. She discusses what this transition 

has meant to her, including how the business quickly morphed into an opportunity to share her 

passion and her baking skills with others around the globe.

I was introduced to the decorating room 
supervisor (I’d brought my résumé), and 
I was fortunate enough to eventually be 
offered a position as a decorator. I spent 
eighteen months decorating cakes and 
cookies for Wilton product packaging and 
publications, including the Wilton yearbooks. 
It was a great experience! That was the last 
job I had before starting my own business.

When did you begin decorating 
DPPLJFT�PO�ZPVS�PXO�BOE�IPX�
did that lead you to start your 
UIFO�QBSU�UJNF�DPPLJF�CVTJOFTT�
SweetAmbs? 
I started decorating cookies on the side 
while working at Wilton. I had an online 
shop on Etsy, and I made cookies after work 
and on weekends for weddings and other 
special occasions. It was going well, but I felt 
like I needed to expand, so I quit my job and 
moved back to New York in 2011 to officially 
start SweetAmbs.

What inspired you to focus on 
turning that business into a  
full-time career? 
Turning my passion for cookie decorating 
into a full-time career was not an easy 
decision. I had a great job at Wilton, and I 
wasn’t sure that leaving was the best thing 

for me to do. I knew that I wanted more 
creative control over my work, though, and 
owning my own business was the only way 
to achieve that. Fortunately, my family is 
very supportive, and they helped me get 
started when I left my job.

Why return to New York to lay 
the roots of SweetAmbs? What 
makes this a better location for 
the company than Chicago?
I returned to New York because this is where 
I was raised and my family is here. Without 
them, I would have had a much more 
difficult time starting my business. I moved 
back in with my parents and started working 
out of my mom’s art studio until I was able 
to rent a commercial kitchen. My dad is a 
business owner, so he also helped guide me 
through the process, and he still does to 
this day.

How did SweetAmbs transition 
from a cookie-making business 
to a cookie-decorating 
tutorial business?
My business has always been based online. I 
started out selling cookies through my Etsy 
shop in 2009, and, when I returned to New 
York, I went through the process of finding  
a small commercial kitchen, obtaining a  

S W E E T A M B S
t h e  a r t  o f  c o o k i e s

text amber spiegel
photography amber spiegel
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food-processing establishment license, 
forming my LLC, and going through all the 
other steps that one does when starting 
a business. 

I taught my first class and uploaded my 
first video tutorial in 2012. The demand 
for classes and tutorials grew quickly, and 
I didn’t have the time to do everything, so 
I decided to stop selling cookies and focus 
on teaching classes and creating cookie-
decorating tutorials, which has taken me to 
places I would never have imagined just a 
few years ago. My first international class 
was at Alma’s Cupcakes in Madrid, Spain, 
and I’ve been traveling to different cities 
around the world teaching classes 
ever since.

"T�B�GPSN�PG�DSFBUJWF�SFMFBTF�
what separates cookie 
decorating from cake 
decorating?
I prefer to decorate cookies over cakes 
because cookies allow me to use a wide 
variety of techniques while only having to 
make one batch of dough. If I don’t like what 
I did on one cookie, I can just put it aside (or 
eat it!) and move on to another one. That’s 
not so easy to do with cakes. I also enjoy 
working with cookies because they can be 
shipped anywhere, which allows me to share 
my work with friends and family all over 
the world.

How do you go about creating 
such intricate detail in your 
work? Are there certain 
techniques that are still hard 
to master?
It takes a lot of patience to decorate cookies 
because it can be very time-consuming, 
but I find it to be a soothing activity. 
Every technique is difficult to master in 
the beginning, but they all get easier with 
practice. When I teach a class, my students 
sometimes get frustrated because their 
cookies don’t turn out the way they want on 

the first try. I like to show them examples 
of what my work looked like when I first 
started compared to how it looks now after 
several years of decorating.

How do you keep yourself 
JOUFSFTUFE�JO�UIJT�ťFME�PG�CBLJOH �
In what ways do you push 
yourself creatively?
I try to get one new cookie design made, 
filmed, and uploaded every week, and the 
great thing about cookie decorating is that 
almost anything can be turned into a cookie 
design. That’s what keeps it interesting for 
me. I usually start with an object such as 
an antique platter, unique cookie cutters, 
vintage fabric, or just something that’s 
begging to be turned into a cookie. If I 
need more inspiration, I browse antique 
stores to find a pretty piece of fabric or 
a floral pattern on a teacup. I also enjoy 
taking requests from my viewers because it 
challenges me to try things that I might not 
have tried otherwise. 

*T�UIFSF�BOZUIJOH�TJHOJťDBOU�
about the cookie base? Or do you 
focus more on decorating the 
cookies and less on tweaking 
the recipes?
It’s really important to me that my cookies 
not only look good but also taste good. 
When I first started decorating cookies, 
I was using recipes that would hold their 
shape, but they were too hard to eat and 
tasted very bland. My cookie recipe is 

flavored with orange zest and cardamom, 
and it has a softer texture than the recipes 
I was using in the beginning. The recipe is 
included with my cookie-decorating class on 
Craftsy and is also available as a download 
from the tutorial shop on my website.

'SPN�B�DSFBUJWF�TUBOEQPJOU�EP�
you have a particular routine 
UIBU�ZPV�GPMMPX �0S�EP�ZPV�ťOE�
yourself drawn toward 
the kitchen whenever the 
mood strikes?
My routine varies from day to day, 
depending on what I have planned for the 
week. I drive to my studio in Kingston, 
New York, five days a week to decorate 
cookies, edit a video, or teach a class. These 
days, I spend way more time in front of the 
computer than actually decorating cookies!

Tell us about yourself outside of 
the world of cookies:
I live in the Hudson Valley in New York with 
my husband, Marc, and our two cats. Marc is 
the cook of our house, and I stick to baking! 
Our home is located near several restaurants 
and shops, as well as the farmers market, 
so we spend time walking around our town 
in the warmer months. It’s a beautiful place 
to live.

When I’m not decorating cookies, I enjoy 
crocheting and drawing. I’m currently 
working on creating a coloring book with 
other artists in my area to benefit our local 
animal shelter.

What are your goals for 
SweetAmbs?
Right now, my main goal is to continue on 
this path: to keep growing my business and 
creating new cookie-decorating tutorials. I’m 
doing exactly what I want to be doing with 
my career, and I’m so grateful to make a 
living doing what I love!
For more info, visit sweetambs.com

*�VTVBMMZ�TUBSU�XJUI�BO�PCKFDU�TVDI�BT�BO�BOUJRVF�QMBUUFS�
VOJRVF�DPPLJF�DVUUFST�WJOUBHF�GBCSJD�PS�KVTU�TPNFUIJOH�UIBUŐT�
CFHHJOH�UP�CF�UVSOFE�JOUP�B�DPPLJF�
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